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Georgia Department of Education
Dr. John D. Barge, State School Superintendent

“Marking Education Work for All Georgians”
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Developing good readers happens when students:

· Read every day for at least 20 minutes

· Select materials within their Lexile range to 

provide the appropriate level of challenge

· Read a variety of materials and on topics that 

interest them 

· Discuss what they’ve been reading with parents

Supporting the Common Core Georgia Performance Standards
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Judy Serritella

Coordinator of Library Media Services, Fine Arts, and Literacy Support

1770 Twin Towers East

205 Jesse Hill Jr. Drive SE

Atlanta, GA 30334

Telephone (404) 657-9800

Fax (404) 656-5744

In accordance with State and Federal law, the Georgia Department of Education prohibits discrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its educational and employment activities.
Inquiries regarding the application of these practices may be addressed to the General Counsel of the Georgia
Department of Education, 2052 Twin Towers East, Atlanta, Georgia, 30334, (404) 656–2800.

MetaMetrics®, Lexile®, Lexile Framework® and the Lexile logo are trademarks of MetaMetrics, Inc., and are 
registered in the United States and abroad.



The Lexile Framework at Home
Using Lexile Measures to Improve Reading Ability

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE METAPHYSICS OF MORALSBeowulf  and Celtic Tradition

Collected Letters of  Samuel Taylor Coleridge

After Yeats and Joyce: Reading Modern

Irish Literature
Archeology, Economy, and Society: England 

from the Fifth to the Fifteenth Century

Plutarch’s Lives
The Good Earth
A Modest Proposal

On Human Nature
The Decameron
Wartime

Ring of  Bright Water

Utilitarianism
The Confessions of  Nat Turner

The Legend of  Sleepy Hollow

Don Quixote
Profiles in Courage

The Last of  the Mohicans

Pygmalion
Silent Spring
Silas Marner
Never Cry Wolf
The Metamorphosis

The House of  the Spirits

The American Reader: Words that Moved a Nation

The Color of  Water

Fast Food Nation
A Room of  One’s Own

One Writer’s Beginnings

Frankenstein
Days of  Grace
The Unvanquished
The Scarlet Pimpernel

A Tale of  Two Cities

Gone With the Wind 

Anna Karenina
The Great Gatsby
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings

The Island
The Watsons Go to Birmingham

The Hobbit

To such a class of things pertains corporeal nature in general, and its extension, the figure of extended things, their quantity or magnitude and number, as also the 

place in which they are, the time which measures their duration, and so on. That is possibly why our reasoning is not unjust when we conclude from this that 

Physics, Astronomy, Medicine and all other sciences which have as their end the consideration of composite things, are very dubious and uncertain; but that 

Arithmetic, Geometry and other sciences of that kind which only treat of things that are very simple and very general, without taking great trouble to ascertain 

whether they are actually existent or not, contain some measure of certainty and an element of the indubitable. (Rene Descartes, author)

In fact, it is absolutely impossible to make out by experience with complete certainty a single case in which the maxim of an action, however right in itself, 

rested simply on moral grounds and on the conception of duty. Sometimes it happens that with the sharpest self-examination we can find nothing beside 

the moral principle of duty which could have been powerful enough to move us to this or that action and to so great a sacrifice; yet we cannot from this infer 

with certainty that it was not really some secret impulse of self-love, under the false appearance of duty, that was the actual determining cause of the will. 

(Immanuel Kant, author)    

And as to him who had been accustomed to dinner, since, as soon as the body required food, and when the former meal was consumed, and he wanted 

refreshment, no new supply was furnished to it, he wastes and is consumed from want of food. For all the symptoms which I describe as befalling to this man I 

refer to want of food. And I also say that all men who, when in a state of health, remain for two or three days without food, experience the same unpleasant 

symptoms as those which I described in the case of him who had omitted to take dinner. (Hippocrates, author)

But the point which drew all eyes, and, as it were, transfigured the wearer—so that both men and women who had been familiarly acquainted with Hester Prynne

were now impressed as if they beheld her for the first time—was that SCARLET LETTER, so fantastically embroidered and illuminated upon her bosom. It had 

the effect of a spell, taking her out of the ordinary relations with humanity, and enclosing her in a sphere by herself. “She hath good skill at her needle, that’s 

certain,” remarked one of her female spectators; “but did ever a woman, before this brazen hussy, contrive such a way of showing it? Why, gossips, what is it but 

to laugh in the faces of our godly magistrates, and make a pride out of what they, worthy gentlemen, meant for a punishment?” (Nathaniel Hawthorne, author)

Under that doctrine, equality of treatment is accorded when the races are provided substantially equal facilities, even though these facilities be separate. In the 

Delaware case, the Supreme Court of Delaware adhered to that doctrine, but ordered that the plaintiffs be admitted to the white schools because of their 

superiority to the Negro schools. The plaintiffs contend that segregated public schools are not “equal” and cannot be made “equal,” and that hence they are 

deprived of the equal protection of the laws. Because of the obvious importance of the question presented, the Court took jurisdiction. Argument was heard in 

the 1952 Term, and reargument was heard this Term on certain questions propounded by the Court. (347 US 483, 98 L ed 873, 74 S Ct 686)

Pierre had been educated abroad, and this reception at Anna Pavlovna’s was the first he had attended in Russia. He knew that all the intellectual lights 

of Petersburg were gathered there and, like a child in a toyshop, did not know which way to look, afraid of missing any clever conversation that was to be heard. 

Seeing the self-confident and refined expression on the faces of those present he was always expecting to hear something very profound. At last he came up 

to Morio. Here the conversation seemed interesting and he stood waiting for an opportunity to express his own views, as young people are fond of doing. 

(Leo Tolstoy, author)

Occupied in observing Mr. Bingley’s attentions to her sister, Elizabeth was far from suspecting that she was herself becoming an object of some interest in the 

eyes of his friend. Mr. Darcy had at first scarcely allowed her to be pretty; he had looked at her without admiration at the ball; and when they next met, he looked 

at her only to criticise.  But no sooner had he made it clear to himself and his friends that she had hardly a good feature in her face, than he began to find it was 

rendered uncommonly intelligent by the beautiful expression of her dark eyes. (Jane Austen, author)

O d y when there was a good deal of kicking, my mother whinnied to me to come to her, and then she said: “I wish you to pay attention to what I am going 

h are very good colts, but they are cart-horse colts, and of course they have not learned manners. You have been well-bred 

d r grandfather won the cup two years at the Newmarket races; your grandmother had the 

I h you will grow up gentle and good, and never learn bad ways; 

Literature Titles DISCOURSE ON THE METHOD AND MEDITATIONS ON FIRST PHILOSOPHY

ON ANCIENT MEDICINE

THE SCARLET LETTER

BROWN v. BOARD OF EDUCATION: 1954

WAR AND PEACE

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

BLACK BEAUTY

1660
1650
1620

1600

1530
1530
1520
1510
1500
1500

1490
1470
1450
1440
1410
1410

1350
1340
1340
1330
1330
1320

1280
1260
1240
1240
1220
1200

1170
1160
1160
1140
1130
1100

1080
1070
1070
1050
1000
1000

1 7 0 0 L

1 6 0 0 L

1 5 0 0 L

1 4 0 0 L

1 3 0 0 L

1 2 0 0 L

1 1 0 0 L

Georgia,s Focus on Reading AchievementThe Lexile Framework for Reading®

www.public.k12.ga.us/lexile.aspx

John D. Barge

State School Superintendent 
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Lexile Map
The Georgia Department of Education worked with MetaMetrics®, Inc., developer 
of the Lexile Framework, to customize a Lexile “map.” The map provides a graphic 
representation of texts and titles matched to appropriate levels of reading ability.

You can download a copy of the map at: 
www.gadoe.org/lexile.aspx

Find a Book
The “Find a Book” Web site is the quickest and easiest way to search the Lexile Book
Database for fiction and nonfiction titles at your child’s Lexile level. Whether your child
is reading for school or for pleasure, this site will help you build custom reading lists on

the subjects that interest your child the
most—in five simple steps:  

1 GO TO www.lexile.com/findabook

2 ENTER your child’s Lexile measure 

3 PICK your interest categories

4 VIEW/REFINE your search results

5 PRINT your custom “BookBag”

A Lexile is a measure of text 
difficulty. It does not address 
age-appropriateness, a child’s 
interests or the quality of the 
text. The Lexile measure is a 
good starting point in picking 
a book. Parents should always
preview books.

BookBag (0) SearchTitle, Author or Keyword

Quick Search

Find a Book: Four simple steps. One custom reading list.

I don�t know my Lexile measure:
Please enter your grade level and check one of
the options below. 

My current grade is: 

I find the books I read for school difficult. 

I find my school books about right for me. 

I find my school books easy to read. 

My Lexile measure is:
Please enter either a Lexile measure
or range.

Measure:    L 

Range:     L  to              L

Where can I find my Lexile measure? 

Home >

Enter Lexile Select Interests Search Results BookBag

Copyright © 2009 MetaMetrics, Inc. All rights reserved. | Privacy Policy | Disclaimer | www.Lexile.com                       Send us questions or feedback.

For Readers 
Learn how to select the �right� 

 
 

books based on your ability. 
 

 For Educators
 Learn how to make custom   
 book lists for your students.

 For Librarians
 Learn how Lexile measures   
 support reading programs. 

Resources

What�s New?

OR

The Lexile Framework
for Reading

The �Find a Book� Web site is a quick and easy way to search the Lexile 
Book Database for titles at your reading (Lexile) level. Whether you�re 
reading for school or for pleasure, you can use this site to build a custom 
reading list on the subjects that interest you the most. 

Find BOOKthe right YOU!
for

Just Measured:

Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows
by J.K. Rowling
Lexile: 980L 

ContinueContinue

Watch a quick tutorial on
The Lexile Framework for Reading

www.Lexile.com
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The Lexile Framework for Reading
Supporting the Common Core Georgia Performance Standards

While “reading” standards are part of the English Language Arts (ELA) curriculum, the
Common Core Georgia Performance Standards support the development of students’
reading skills across all subject areas. For this reason, students in grades 3–8 and 11
receive a Lexile measure in addition to their scale scores from the Criterion-Referenced
Competency Tests (CRCT–Reading) and the Georgia High School Graduation Tests
(GHSGT–ELA). 

The Lexile Framework® for Reading is an educational tool that matches students with
reading materials using a common measure called a Lexile®. The Lexile Framework is
unique in that it measures reading ability and text difficulty on the same developmental
scale. When used together, Lexile reader measures and Lexile text measures help 
parents to select books, articles, and other materials that match their child’s reading
ability. Targeting reading material at the child’s Lexile level can help to improve his or
her comprehension, aid in completing school assignments, and build upon and expand
his or her personal interests. 

What should you know about Lexile measures?

· A Lexile measure represents both a child’s reading ability and the difficulty of a 
text, like a book or magazine article.

· Lexile measures provide you with valuable information about your child’s reading 
ability and helps to make reading practice more meaningful.

· Using the Lexile Book Database and an automated library media catalog, you 
can help your child choose books and other materials within his or her Lexile 
range (about 50L above and 100L below his or her Lexile measure).

· When your child reads text within his or her Lexile range, he or she is likely to 
comprehend enough of the text to make sense of it, while still being sufficiently 
challenged to maintain interest and learning. 

· While Lexile measures target the difficulty of a text, they do not measure the 
appropriateness of the content. For example, a text with a low Lexile measure 
may not contain appropriate material for the students within that text’s range.

· Lexile measures do not translate specifically to grade levels. Within a classroom, 
there will be a range of readers and a range of materials to be read.

· Lexile measures track reading growth over time and across content areas, 
no matter what grade your child is in.

For more information on how Lexile measures can 
help to improve your child’s reading ability, visit
www.gadoe.org/lexile.aspx.

Reading just twenty minutes a day can
improve your child’s reading ability!
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